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1 Introduction

Tobacco is commonly considered a commodity which is subject to addiction, like alcohol,

coffein, and drugs. This addiction, reflecting, inter alia, past experience with tobacco

smoking, may be strong. Its damage on the health status of many of its users is well

documented by medical research, and policy interventions to curtail consumption are

adopted in many countries. Such interventions include general warnings, restrictions on

advertisement and sale, smoking-free areas, and excise taxes. In Norway, the excise taxes

on tobacco are far higher than in most other countries1, and for several years, advertise-

ment of tobacco goods has been prohibited by law. Yet the average tobacco consumption

is higher than in the other Scandinavian countries. Of considerable interest when dis-

cussing policy measures towards tobacco abuse may be estimates of the consumers’ price

and income responses for tobacco, not only direct price effects, but also cross-price effects

for different tobacco commodities.

Psychological ‘stocks of habits’ – combined with genetic dispositions and attitudes

towards health risks – are therefore potentially important factors when explaining ob-

served tobacco consumption econometrically. These are additional factors to standard

observable economic factors like income, prices, sociodemographic variables, etc. In a dy-

namic model of individual behaviour, addiction may be represented by a time-dependent

variable incorporating the ‘stock of habits’ determined by each individual’s past con-

sumption [cf., e.g., Lluch (1974) and Becker and Murphy (1988)]. Within a static model,

habit effects can be considered as individual ‘properties’, represented as (components in)

individual specific, i.e., time invariant, latent variables. The latter framework may be

the most convenient when data in the form of short panels from a large set of individuals

are available. This is the case in the present paper.

There has been a growing interest in econometric analyses of tobacco consumption

in recent years. The theoretically appealing aspects of habit formation in tobacco con-

sumption and the need to evaluate potential policy measures have together spawned a

large literature using several different approaches. Chaloupka and Warner (1999) offer

an elaborate overview of issues in and contributions to the economic literature on to-

bacco. Most studies treat tobacco as one homogeneous commodity, although Chaloupka

and Warner (1999, p. 16) mention a few studies of the substitution between cigarettes

and smokeless tobacco and four studies on substitution between manufactured and hand-

rolled cigarettes. The latter studies are of most interest for the present paper, as they do

not give unambiguous evidence for price-induced substitution between manufactured and
1In December 1994, the average retail prices for 20 cigarettes and 50 grams of handrolling tobacco

were USD 6.30 and USD 8.26, respectively. (The average exchange rate in 1994 was 7.05 NOK/USD.)
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hand-rolled cigarettes. Our results indicate that such substitution does occur. This issue

is also addressed in Wangen and Aasness (2001). Amongst the papers which disregard

the composition of tobacco consumption, we will briefly mention three. Jones (1989)

investigates the discrete-continuous choices of participation and consumption within a

static ‘double-hurdle model’, using cross-sectional household expenditure data from the

UK in 1984. This type of model provides useful information on the distribution of con-

sumers’ choices at a given point in time, although the addictive nature of nicotine suggests

that tobacco consumption appears in a dynamic context. Chaloupka (1991) uses a model

within the rational addiction tradition, with Becker and Murphy (1988) as a standard ref-

erence, and applies this dynamic model on micro data. In a recent study, Labeaga (1999)

combines the discrete/continuous aspects of the double-hurdle model with the rational

addiction framework, using unbalanced household panel data from Spain over the period

1977 – 1983.

The purpose of this paper is threefold. The first is to estimate, from unbalanced

household panel data, within a static two-equation model framework, income and price

responses (including cross-price responses) for two tobacco commodities, cigarettes and

other smoking tobacco (mainly handrolling and pipe tobacco). The second purpose is

to investigate the effects of sociodemographic variables like age, cohort, gender, and

geographic location, on the tobacco consumption and its composition. These variables

account for observed heterogeneity. Third, we want to explore unobserved heterogeneity.

This can, to a large extent, be expected to be due to addiction and is commonly assumed

to show larger variability for tobacco commodities than for most other consumption

commodities. However, estimated unobserved heterogeneity can also represent the effect

of valid, unobserved explanatory variables. None of these issues have, to our knowledge,

been investigated previously in a framework with two tobacco commodities.

Our data set consists of a large set of unbalanced panel data (more than 26 000 ob-

servations from more than 18 000 households) from annual Norwegian household budget

surveys for a twenty year period (1975 – 1994). The panel is rotating; some respondents

are observed twice, at a one year interval, and some are observed only once. Because

of the long sample period, the relative price variation is substantial along the time di-

mension. We are therefore able to obtain meaningful estimates of price responses. Our

data set also makes it possible to estimate the covariance matrix of the latent household

specific component of the two tobacco commodities along with the covariance matrix of

the genuine disturbance vector, which will shed light on the addiction issue.

Why are genuine panel data essential for this kind of investigation? Unobserved

individual effects, whether they are treated as random or fixed, cannot be identified
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from cross-section data alone. In the random effects situation, when only one observa-

tion of each respondent is available, such effects cannot be separated from the genuine

disturbances, and hence the relative variation of the latent individual effects and the

disturbances cannot be identified.

An interesting question, which has not been given much attention in the panel data

literature, is whether and to what extent the variability of the estimated latent individual

effect is sensitive to the list of observed regressors. One hypothesis may be that the

estimated variance of the latent effect, in an absolute or relative sense, declines when

additional explanatory variables are included in the model and the overall fit is improved.

Another hypothesis may be that this variance is insensitive to the choice of regressors.

Absence of correlation between the latent effect and the specified regressors may be a

more critical assumption with some choices of regressors than with others. These issues

are of particular interest in the case of tobacco demand, since, as stated above, we can

conject that a large part of the variability of the individual effect for this commodity

is due to variations in the ‘stock of habits’, genetic dispositions, and attitudes towards

health risks. Characteristically, in a previous analysis of rotating panel data for the years

1975 – 1977, covering an exhaustive set of 28 consumption commodity groups and using

a common functional form, Biørn and Jansen (1982, section 7.5) found that tobacco was

the commodity for which individual heterogeneity represented the largest part of the

estimated total disturbance (more than 70 per cent).

A main result of the present paper is that the variances of the latent individual

effects tend to decrease when more variables (including square and interaction terms)

are included in the model. Relative to the gross disturbance variances, the estimates of

these variances are, however, high and fairly constant across model versions, about 60 –

70 per cent.

The qualitative pattern of the price elasticity estimates is robust over model vari-

ants, but the size of the estimates differ according to whether the data set includes all

households or only smokers. An interpretation of these differences, as resulting from

censoring, will be given. We find that our splitting of tobacco into two commodities has

given value added as compared with treating it as one commodity. First, the income

elasticity estimates differ substantially. Cigarettes tend to being a luxury, while we find

signs that handrolling tobacco may be an inferior good. Second, the estimated price

responses differ, but for both tobacco commodities, the estimated own price elasticities

are negative and the cross-price elasticities are positive. Third, for both commodities we

find a negative coefficient for the number of children, while for the number of persons

in the other age groups all coefficients are positive. The coefficient values are generally
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higher for handrolling tobacco than for cigarettes, which indicates that substitution is

important. Fourth, we find pronounced differences between the gender and the regional

effects for the two commodities.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we dicuss some modeling

problems, for instance the participation issue. Section 3 elaborates the econometric

specification and the estimation procedure, which is a modified Maximum Likelihood

(ML) procedure. The data set is described in Section 4. In Section 5, we present the

empirical results, with focus on Engel and Cournot elasticities, age, cohort, and other

demographic effects, as well as unobserved heterogeneity. Section 6 concludes.

2 Modeling problems

We use a static two-equation model framework with latent individual heterogeneity and

with the consumption of cigarettes and smoking tobacco as endogenous variables. The

unit of analysis is the household. We do not embed the two equations into a complete

system of consumer demand, e.g., derived from standard static consumer demand theory,

with all adding-up and symmetry restrictions, etc. taken into account. Hence, the de-

mand function for the ‘third’, remainder commodity is not part of our formalized model.

The primary reason for this is that tobacco goods take a small part of the budget of an

average household, in Norway only about 1.5 per cent (and zero for a substantial part

of the households). This is one reason why our two equations should be interpreted as

approximations to the tobacco demand equations in an underlying full demand model.

Other reasons are given below. A complete system explaining along with tobacco foods,

beverages, services, etc. would seem overdimensioned and overparametrized in relation

to our basic focus. Neither is substitution between tobacco and other addictive com-

modities, for instance alcohols, in focus. On the other hand, price induced substitution

between the two tobacco commodities is allowed for. Its magnitude may have important

policy implications. The various sociodemographic background variables are intended to

represent the effect of shifts in preferences.

The latent habit component of tobacco consumption, discussed in the introduction,

may be specified econometrically as additive to the systematic part of the demand equa-

tion and included in individual specific (fixed or random) effects. Regression analysis

using the fixed effects approach, unlike the standard random effects approach, is ro-

bust to potential correlation between the latent effects and the specified regressors [cf.

Hsiao (1986, section 3.4)]. This may be important in our context, since, e.g., income and

demographic variables may be correlated with the latent heterogeneity.
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Formally, the model is a two-equation regression system for unbalanced panel data

with unobserved individual heterogeneity. To our knowledge, this is the first analysis

using this kind of model for disaggregate tobacco commodities. A precise model descrip-

tion will be given in Section 3. Systems of regression equations and estimation methods

for linear balanced panel data models with (random) error components are discussed in

Avery (1977), Baltagi (1980), and Krishnakumar (1996). In Biørn (1999), this kind of

model is adopted to data sets with unbalanced panels.

A problem that has to be addressed is the fact that many households in the data

set (about 50 per cent) report zero purchase of both tobacco commodities, and some

households purchase only one of them (see Table 2). From a modelling point of view, the

situation is complicated since we, in general, do not know the reason for zero reporting.

It may be due to (i) preference characteristics; the household consists of obstinate non-

smokers only, (ii) there is at least one potential smoker in the household, but the actual

price-income constellation motivates a corner solution, (iii) infrequency of purchases due

to transaction costs [see Deaton and Irish (1984) and Keen (1986)], or (iv) misreporting.

Labeaga, Preston and Sanchis-Llopis (1998, p. 4 and table 1) report proportions of

zeros in the Spanish Family Survey, where tobacco expenditure is recorded in weekly

periods in up to eight successive quarters. Their results indicate that infrequency is not

the major component of the proportions of zeros. In our data, the recording period is

two weeks, which should reduce the importance of infrequency further. Since smoking to

some extent is not ‘socially acceptable’, misreporting may be more important for tobacco

than for other goods, either because of deliberate erroneous reporting or because of self-

deception. However, studies have shown that measurement of smoking by self-report or

by biochemical markers (blood, urine, hair etc.) gives approximately the same estimates

of prevalence, cf., e.g., USDHHS (1989, p. 265). Hence, the two most important reasons

for zero expenditure seem to be (i) and (ii).

The data give evidence against assuming that all households maximize the same

instantaneous utility function. In the data section, we argue that all households face the

same set of prices on the two tobacco commodities. If the consumers were homogenous,

the standard theory then predicts that, with the same vector of other covariates, they

would choose the same consumption bundle (when neglecting noise). From this we can

conclude that if the zero observations are mainly due to (i) and (ii), the preferences

must vary in a non-trivial manner over the population of consumers. It is desirable

to impose some structure on the preference variation, and at least two strategies have

been suggested. Muellbauer (1988) assumes that the utility of current consumption is

influenced by past consumption, and that rational consumers will account for this in their
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long-term consumption plan. Lluch (1974) suggests a model with the same basic ideas

as Muellbauer, but formulates it differently. In Lluch’s model, the instantaneous utility

is a (time-invariant) function of the current consumption and a vector of consumption

capital variables. Each consumption capital variable is a function of past consumption,

and has properties similar to physical capital stock variables (e.g., as used in production

theory). Becker and Murphy (1988) has become a standard reference in the literature

dealing with addictive goods. Their model is quite similar to Lluch’s, but in addition

they allow the instantaneous utility function to depend on stocks of personal and social

capital. We, in contrast, represent preference variations by means of latent time invariant

variables within a static model.

The high frequency of zero expenditures requires a clarified strategy for treating them.

Basically there are three possibilities: (a) deleting them, (b) model them, or (c) treat

them as any other observations. We have chosen both alternative (c) and a moder-

ate version of alternative (a). Below we will outline a framework for interpreting the

relationship between all three alternatives. The purpose of the study and the reasons

for zero expenditures are fundamental when choosing the modelling strategy. Choosing

alternative (c) can be justified by an argument given in Deaton (1990, p. 282): “The rev-

enue effects of a tax change depend on how total demand is altered and not on whether

changes take place at the extensive or intensive margins.” If the object of interest is the

average tax paid by different types of households, or one wants to quantify their typical

behaviour for welfare analysis, alternative (c) provides the information needed and will

usually be the most easily obtainable. Alternative (a) is also a practical solution, but

depending on the reason for zero expenditures it may result in severely biased samples.

In the present application, deleting all households with zero tobacco expenditures is very

unattractive since this would leave us with less than 16 per cent of the total sample,

cf. Table 2. Instead, we delete only households with zero expenditures on both types of

tobacco, resulting in a sample without non-smokers. Alternative (b) is not pursued, as

multi-equation discrete-continuous choice models for unbalanced panel data with unob-

served heterogeneity are too difficult to implement econometrically at the present stage,

not least because of the lack of available computer software. We will, however, outline a

two-equation Tobit-type model with two thresholds2 which will clarify some of the diffi-

culties, but also, and more importantly, will make it possible to interpret differences in
2Generalized Tobit models are discussed in Heckman (1976), Amemiya (1984), Deaton and Irish (1984),

Amemiya (1985, chapter 10), and Blundell and Meghir (1987), although not in a panel data context. As

far as we can see, however, even disregarding the panel aspect, none of the models considered in these

papers are similar to the two-equation model based on a truncated binormal distribution that we consider

here.
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estimation results from model strategies (a) and (c).

Assume, for simplicity, that the household’s maximizing behaviour results in a desired,

or latent, expenditure on cigarettes and handrolling tobacco,

y∗C = xβC − σCuC ,

y∗H = xβH − σHuH ,
(1)

respectively, where x is the (common) covariate vector, βC and βH are coefficient vectors,

σC and σH are positive constants (to be interpreted as disturbance standard deviations)

and (uC , uH) are standardized disturbances which are assumed to be independent of x and

binormally distributed with zero means, unit variances, and coefficient of correlation ρ.3

The latent expenditures may be positive, zero, or negative. The observed expenditure

of a commodity is assumed to be equal to its latent expenditure when the latter is

positive. When the latent expenditure is negative, the consumer does not want to use

the commodity, and so the consumption is zero. The observed expenditures on the two

commodities are then
yC = max[y∗C , 0],

yH = max[y∗H , 0].
(2)

This implies that yC and yH , conditionally on x, jointly follow a truncated binormal

distribution.

Let φ(·) and Φ(·) denote the marginal density function and the cumulative distribution

function, respectively, of the standardized univariate normal distribution, and let Ψ(·, ·)
be the cumulative distribution function of the standardized binormal distribution with co-

efficient of correlation ρ. Let furthermore Φg = Φ(xβg/σg), φg = φ(xβg/σg) (g = C,H),

and ΨCH = Ψ(xβC/σC , xβH/σH). Here, ΦC = P (yC > 0) and ΦH = P (yH > 0) are the

marginal smoking probabilities for cigarettes and handrolling tobacco, respectively, and

ΨCH in the probability of using both commodities. The probability of being a smoker,

i.e., of consuming at least one of the two commodities is then

ΦS = P (yC + yH > 0)

= P (yC > 0, yH = 0) + P (yH > 0, yC = 0) + P (yC > 0, yH > 0)

= (ΦC −ΨCH) + (ΦH −ΨCH) + ΨCH = ΦC + ΦH −ΨCH .

In Appendix we show that

E(yC |x) = xβCΦC + σCφC ,

E(yH |x) = xβHΦH + σHφH ,
(3)

3We here, for simplicity, neglect the panel property of the data.
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and that
E(yC |x, yC + yH > 0) = xβC

ΦC
ΦS

+ σC
φC
ΦS

,

E(yH |x, yC + yH > 0) = xβH
ΦH
ΦS

+ σH
φH
ΦS

.
(4)

In the next section, we present our framework for estimating approximations to

E(yC |x), E(yH |x), E(yC |x, yC + yH > 0), and E(yH |x, yC + yH > 0). The estimation

of the last two conditional expectations is based on a subsample of smokers only, while

the estimation of the first two is based on the full sample. All approximations are spec-

ified as continuous in the exogenous variables, treating zeros and positive expenditures

alike. Equations (3) and (4) suggest that the approximations should be interpreted

as projections of an underlying discrete-continuous model [confer Olsen (1980), Gold-

berger (1981), and Greene (1981) for discussions of the single equation Tobit case, the

latter two assuming full normality]. They could also be regarded as projections of more

complex discrete-continuous models. The two-equation Tobit model above is quite restric-

tive since it assumes the same parametric structure for both smokers and non-smokers.

Cragg (1971) suggests a more flexible model for the single equation case, allowing ex-

ogenous variables to have different effect at the intensive and the extensive margins. For

tobacco this is reasonable. As an example, high income households may have smaller

probability of being smokers than low income households, but if they do smoke they are

likely to consume more. Cragg’s model have been generalized into double-hurdle models,

which consists of two parts, a Probit part and a Tobit part. Blundell and Meghir (1987)

use a double-hurdle model to account for infrequency of purchase. They interpret the

Tobit part as giving the actual consumption, allowing a corner solution, while the Pro-

bit part accounts for the difference between purchase and actual consumption in a two

week expenditure survey. In contrast, Jones (1989) interprets both hurdles as a result

of actual consumption decisions. The first decision, represented by the Probit part, is

whether to be a smoker or not. The second desision is how much to smoke, given that

the outcome of the first choice is to be a smoker. As this second decision is represented

by a Tobit it allows for corner solutions. Jones also suggests that the start-decision and

the stop-decision should be treated differently, leading to a trivariate model. The two in-

terpretations of the double hurdles models suggest that an even more complicated model

could be applied – combining Jones’ double-hurdle with an additional hurdle to account

for infrequency.

It is a potential problem that maximum likelihood estimators for dicrete-continuous

models are sensitive to misspecification, even with respect to assumptions about the dis-

tribution of the error terms, see Godfrey (1988, Chapter 6). More robust estimators have

been suggested, for instance the Least Absolute Deviation estimator of Powell (1984),
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but they are generally harder to compute.

As mentioned, the continuous projections of discrete-continuous models with latent

heterogeneity are our main interest in this study. Since they are also quite easy to han-

dle numerically they would in any case be valuable to have at hand before embarking

on discrete-continuous modeles. In Wangen and Biørn (2001), we give a further dis-

crete choice analysis of the smoking probabilities for the two commodities, within the

framework of (binomial and multinomial) logit models.

3 Econometric framework and estimation procedure

This section elaborates the model specification and the estimation procedure for our

unbalanced panel data set. Our method is, to a large extent, based on Biørn (1999),

which gives a more detailed treatment.

All model versions we consider contain two equations, which are linear in the coeffi-

cients and can be written compactly as

ygit = xgitβg + αgi + ugit, g = 1, 2; i ∈ Sp; p = 1, 2; t = 1, . . . , p,

where g is the equation number (g = 1 represents cigarettes and g = 2 represents hand-

rolling tobacco), i is the household number, p is the number of periods in which the

households are observed, and t is the observation number. The N1 households observed

once have numbers in the index set S1, and the N2 households observed twice have

their numbers in S2. In total, there are n = N1 + 2N2 observations and N = N1 + N2

households. The endogenous variable in eq. g, ygit, is a scalar, xgit is a (1 × Hg) vector

of exogenous variables (or transformations of such variables)4, βg is its (Hg × 1) vector

of coefficients, αgi is a random household specific effect which includes the latent habit

component of commodity g, and ugit is a disturbance term. We consider these equations

when we use data for all households, as linear approximations to (projections based on)

(3), and when we use data for smoker households, as linear approximations to (projections

based on) (4). We can write the two equations as

yit = xitβ + αi + uit = xitβ + εit, εit = αi + uit, i ∈ Sp; p = 1, 2; t = 1, . . . , p,(5)

where

yit =

 y1it

y2it

 , xit =

 x1it 0

0 x2it

 , β =

 β1

β2

 ,

αi =

 α1i

α2i

 , uit =

 u1it

u2it

 , εit =

 ε1it

ε2it

 .

4Details will be given in Section 5.
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We formally consider εit as a vector of ‘gross disturbances’ and assume that

E(αi) = 02,1, E(αiα
′
j) = δijΣα,(6)

E(uit) = 02,1, E(uitu
′
js) = δijδtsΣu,(7)

xit, αi, uit are uncorrelated,

where δij = 1 if i = j and δij = 0 if i 6= j, and Σα and Σu are positive definite (but

otherwise unrestricted) (2× 2) matrices.

Let εi(p) denote the stacked (2p × 1) vector of εit’s for the two equations and the p

observations of individual i (p = 1, 2). The composite covariance matrix E(εi(p)ε
′
i(p)) =

Ωε(p), of dimension (2p × 2p), for each balanced subpanel with p observations then has

the form

Ωε(p) = Ip ⊗ Σu + Ep ⊗ Σα = Bp ⊗ Σu + Ap ⊗ (Σu + pΣα),(8)

where Ep is the (p×p) matrix with all elements equal to one, and Ip is the identity matrix

of order p, Ap = Ep/p, and Bp = Ip − Ep/p. The expression after the first equality sign

follows from (6) and (7). This is a convenient way of rewriting the covariance matrix,

since all columns of Ap are orthogonal to those of Bp, Ap and Bp add to the identity

matrix, and both are symmetric and idempotent.

The generalized least squares (GLS) problem for estimating the joint coefficient vector

β for known values of Σα and Σu is to minimize

Q =
2∑

p=1

∑
i∈Sp

[yi(p) −Xi(p)β]′Ω−1
ε(p)[yi(p) −Xi(p)β],(9)

where yi(p) and Xi(p) are the stacked vector/matrix of yit’s and xit’s for the p observations

of individual i, with respect to β for given Σα and Σu, subject to (8), using the fact that

Ω−1
ε(p) = Bp ⊗ Σ−1

u + Ap ⊗ (Σu + pΣα)−1.

The GLS estimator of β is

β̂GLS =

 2∑
p=1

∑
i∈Sp

X ′
i(p)Ω

−1
ε(p)Xi(p)

−1  2∑
p=1

∑
i∈Sp

X ′
i(p)Ω

−1
ε(p)yi(p)

 .(10)

If Σα and Σu were unknown, but εit were known, unbiased estimators of these covariance

matrices would be [see Biørn (1999, p. 4)]

Σ̂u =
Wεε

n−N
, Σ̂α =

Bεε − N − 1
n−N Wεε

n−
∑2

p=1 Npp
2

n

,(11)
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where Wεε =
∑2

p=1

∑
i∈Sp

∑p
t=1 (εit − εi·) (εit − εi·)

′, Bεε =
∑2

p=1

∑
i∈Sp

p (εi· − ε) (εi· − ε)′,

ε = 1
n

∑2
p=1

∑
i∈Sp

∑p
t=1 εit, and εi· = 1

p

∑p
t=1 εit for i ∈ Sp, which are, respectively, the

within variation, the between variation, the global mean, and the household specific

means of the ε disturbances. Note that the estimator of the covariance matrix of the

individual effects, Σα, utilizes disturbances from both households observed once and

twice, while the covariance matrix of the genuine disturbances, Σu, is estimated from

disturbances from those observed twice only.

The log-likelihood function of the endogenous variables, to be maximized in the full

Maximum Likelihood (ML) problem, is:

L = −n ln 2π − 1
2

2∑
p=1

Np ln |Ωε(p)| −
1
2
Q (β, Σu,Σα) .(12)

Following Biørn (1999, section 4), we split the full ML problem into two conditional sub-

problems: (A) Maximization of L with respect to β for given Σα and Σu, and (B) Max-

imization of L with respect to Σα and Σu for given β. This motivates an iteration

procedure as follows: In the first step we choose some initial values of Σα and Σu and

solve subproblem A. The solution to subproblem A is then used as input in subproblem

B; the solution to subproblem B obtained is next used as input in subproblem A, and so

on. Oberhofer and Kmenta (1974) [see also Breusch (1987) and Baltagi and Li (1992)]

give a set of assumptions which ensure that this kind of ‘zig-zag’ procedure generates at

least one accumulation point, which will be a local maximum of L.

Splitting the maximization problem in this way, greatly simplifies the computation.

Subproblem A is identical to GLS, so if the estimators of Σα and Σu used in the GLS

iterations also were solutions to subproblem B, the GLS-iteration would generate the

Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimators. However, this is not the case. Except for restric-

tive special cases, subproblem B does not even have a closed form solution. This can be

seen from its first order conditions [cf. Biørn (1999, eq. (64))]:

2∑
p=1

[
NpΣ−1

(p) + Np (p− 1) Σ−1
u

]
=

2∑
p=1

[
Σ−1

(p)B̃εε(p)Σ
−1
(p) + Σ−1

u W̃εε(p)Σ
−1
u

]
,

2∑
p=1

NppΣ−1
(p) =

2∑
p=1

pΣ−1
(p)B̃εε(p)Σ

−1
(p),

where W̃εε(p) =
∑

i∈Sp

∑p
t=1 (εit − εi·) (εit − εi·)

′, and B̃εε(p) = p
∑

i∈Sp
(εi· − ε) (εi· − ε)′,

and Σ(p) = Σu + pΣα. In the general case, numerical solution strategies should be

considered for solving subproblems A and B iteratively.

To simplify the computations we have used the following modified iteration procedure:

1. Compute the OLS estimates of β and the residuals for each equation separately.
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2. Estimate Σα and Σu by (11), letting the residuals replace the error terms.

3. Compute the GLS-estimator of β, using the Σ estimates from step 2.

4. Repeat steps 2 – 4 until convergence.

The numerical calculations for this iterative Feasible GLS (FGLS) procedure are per-

formed by means of a computer program written in the Gauss software code by the

authors.

4 Data

The data set is taken from the Norwegian Surveys of Consumer Expenditures, collected

by Statistics Norway, for the years 1975 – 1994 and detailed official Consumer Price

Indexes for the same period. The consumer survey data consist of a rotating panel in

which roughly 30 per cent of the households participate in two subsequent years and

the rest is observed once. The expenditure data are collected almost evenly throughout

the year. Roughly 1/26 of the households participate between the 1st and the 14th

of January, roughly 1/26 participate between the 15th and the 28th of January, and so

on. Most of the expenditure data are reported in two-week accounting periods, and yearly

expenditure is estimated simply by multiplying the two-week amount by 26. Expenditure

on goods with a low purchase frequency rate (e.g., certain durables) are reported in annual

interviews.

Tables 1 – 3 contain summary information of the data set. Table 1 gives an overview

of definitions, abbreviations, and some descriptive statistics for the variables.5 Table 2

contains the user frequencies for one or both tobacco commodities. Table 3 reports the

number of households observed once and twice in the data set, classified by year. It

describes the rotation design of the data set, formally combining 19 balanced two-wave

panels with 20 year specific cross-sections. For each year in the 20 year data period, on

average about 900 households are observed once and about 200 households are observed

twice, giving a total average of about 1300 reports from about 1100 households.

Total consumption expenditure excluding durables is the income measure used. The

exclusion of durables is done mainly to reduce the number of extreme observations, but

also for theoretical reasons. In the official definition of total consumption expenditure,

purchases of durables are treated as any other commodity, and symmetrically, revenues

from selling such commodities are counted as a negative expenditure. This, in fact, causes

total consumption expenditure, including transactions in durables, to be negative for sev-
5Total consumption expenditure, age, and cohort have been rescaled to give a mean value of an order

of magnitude equal to unity, in order to reduce round off errors in the numerical calculations. Confer

Table 1.
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eral households which have sold durables and to be extremely high for several households

which have had large expenditures on such commodities during the observation period.

In any case, our exclusion of durables should give a better proxy as an income measure.6

The price indexes are from the monthly official Consumer Price Index (CPI) and

sub-indexes. The total CPI is used as deflator of the total consumption expenditure

excluding durables, while for cigarettes and handrolling tobacco the corresponding de-

tailed sub-indexes have been used. Following a simple set of rules, the monthly price

indexes are converted to fit into the two-week periodization in the consumer survey.7

The relative price between cigarettes and handrolling tobacco has been declining during

the observation period, see Figure 1.

The CPI and its sub-indexes are reported only for the whole country, implying that

all households are facing the same tobacco prices. However, this assumption may not be

as strong as it seems; due to a recommended price policy there was very little, if any,

intra-monthly dispersion of prices until early 1991. Probably, most of the variation after

1991 is caused by differences in vendors’ mark-up. As far as we know, there is very little

difference in prices between brands (within each group of the two tobacco goods) and

no particular geographical variation. The neglect of inter-monthly variation in prices is

appropriate for the period until 1991, but probably less accurate thereafter.8

The expenditure on cigarettes and other smoking tobacco is defined as the nominal

expenditure divided by the detailed consumer price index of each item. This gives a mea-

sure of consumption that is proportional to physical consumption (measured in grams),

each commodity having its specific factor of proportionality. Assuming that the total

CPI does not differ substantially from the sub-index for durables, a similar deflating is

made for the total expenditure on non-durables and the sub-indexes of cigarettes and

handrolling tobacco. The average yearly consumption of the two tobacco commodities,

measured in grams, is shown in Figure 2.

The household size is represented by the number of household members in four age

intervals, 0 – 15 years, 16 – 30 years, 31 – 60 years, and 61 – 99 years. Four characteristics

of the head of household are included. Age is measured in the observation year, cohort is
6We searched each of the 19 two-wave panels and the 20 cross-sections specified in Table 3 for univariate

outliers. If an observation was more than twice the size of its closest neighbour when the observations in

these subgroups were ordered by size, it was censored and set to twice the value of its closest neighbour.

In all we censored six observations.
7For two-week periods which belong entirely to one calendar month, the respective months’ indexes are

applied directly. For periods overlapping two months the indexes are calculated as weighted arithmetic

means of the two months’ indexes, using the relative number of days in each month as weights.
8Since brand differences in quality are not reflected in prices, these two groups are quite homogeneous

along the price dimension at each moment of time, and homogeneous in quality over the entire period.
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(rescaled) year of birth, gender is one for females and zero otherwise, and activity is one

if the head of household is economically inactive and zero otherwise. Finally, two sets

of geographical dummies are included. The first set (west, mid, north, east) indicates

in which trade region the household is located. The second set [rural, densely, city (the

three largest cities)] indicates the population density in the residence municipality.9

For most of the variables, there is only small differences between the smoking and

no-smoking households, with the two obvious exceptions of the consumption of cigarettes

and handrolling tobacco (Table 1). We have not formally tested whether or not the two

samples are drawn from the same population, but simply noted that demographic and

geographic variables are quite close in the two samples.

5 Empirical results

Overview. Hierarchy of models and model nomenclature

We can divide the model’s explanatory variables, contained in the vectors x1it and

x2it, into four categories: (i) total expenditure and prices, (ii) household size variables,

(iii) characteristics of the head of household (main income earner), and (iv) geographic

dummy variables (see Table 1). Twenty model versions are considered, but for only a

few we report coefficient estimates.

The version chosen as the basic model and the only one for which we report a full set

of results (Tables 7 – 10), is a model in which all variables under (i) – (iv) are included

and assumed to affect the consumption of both tobacco commodities linearly. This

implies, for instance, that the Engel and the Cournot derivatives (in terms of deflated

expenditure and prices) are constant. We use a nomenclature in which this specification

is labeled Model LLLL, where the four characters refer to the groups of variables (i) – (iv),

respectively, L symbolizing ‘linear’. Quadratic terms and/or interaction terms in some of

the variables, symbolized by Q in the model label, are included as additional regressors

in some models. This makes it possible, to some extent, to examine the curvature of the

demand functions and the sensitivity of their derivatives to changes in the background

variables, and to test for linearity.10 Throughout, the same functional form is assumed

for both tobacco goods, i.e., x1it = x2it. To keep the number of model versions tractable,

we a priori disregard any kind of interaction between the four groups of variables, so that,
9In order to avoid the dummy trap, one category in each set is excluded in the linear regressions

(“east” and “city” – which means Oslo). In the “quadratic” regressions (see Section 5), the category

“east*city” is excluded.
10An additional argument for allowing for non-linearities is the interpretation of the equations we

estimate as approximations. See Olsen (1980) for a discussion of a simpler case.
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for instance, household size, age, and geographic region are not allowed to affect the Engel

or Cournot derivatives. Neither do we include quadratic terms or interaction terms in the

price variables and interaction terms involving the activity dummy. The model version

which includes quadratic terms and interaction terms for each of the four groups of

variables is thus labeled Model QQQQ, Model QLQL includes linear and square terms in

total expenditure and linear, square, and interaction terms in age, cohort, and the gender

dummy, and is linear otherwise, etc. Omission of a variable group is symbolized by O,

so that, for instance, Model LLLO excludes all geographic dummies from an otherwise

linear specification. The model versions (hypotheses) can be arranged in a hypothesis

tree, such that, for instance, Models QLQL and LLLL are nested within QQQQ, Models

LLLO, LLOL, LOLL are nested within LLLL.

With a few exceptions, all models are estimated by Maximum Likelihood, approxi-

mated as iterative FGLS, as described in Section 3, for two data sets, one including all

observations and one including observations from smoking households only. A smoking

household is defined as a household reporting positive expenditure on at least one of the

two tobacco goods in at least one of the years of observation (two for the panel, one for

the cross-section).

We ‘structure’ the discussion of our findings by successively focusing on different

aspects of the results, starting with the goodness of fit of the various models. The

differences between the results based on the full sample and on the sub-sample of smokers

will be touched upon at some places, leaving a more systematic discussion and comparison

to the next last section. In the final section, we compare selected ML/FGLS results with

results based on other estimation methods.

Goodness of fit

The goodness of fit of the twenty models, expressed by their log-likelihood values (after

omission of an irrelevant constant), is reported in Table 4. The number of unknown

parameters in the likelihood function is given in column 1. We find that removing from the

basic model, respectively, the household size variables, the age/cohort/gender variables,

and the geographic dummies, all lead to a substantial drop in the log-likelihood function

(compare Model LLLL with LOLL, LLOL and LLLO). In all cases, this drop is highly

significant according to a likelihood ratio test,11 which gives a clear evidence that all these

groups of variables are significant in explaining tobacco consumption. Not unexpectedly,

we also find that the income and price variables are highly significant; the log-likelihood

value of Model LLLL exceeds that of Model OLLL by more than 450, even though the
11Strictly, Likelihood ratio tests based on the likelihood function value evaluated at the estimator point

obtained by iterative FGLS (cf. the last part of Section 3) are only approximately valid.
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latter only includes six fewer parameters.

Unobserved heterogeneity

We next consider the degree of heterogeneity in tobacco consumption as characterized

by properties of the distribution of the latent α vector. This vector can be interpreted

as including ‘stock of habits’ related to the two tobacco goods, as discussed in Section 1.

An examination of the variation of its estimated covariance matrix, Σα, across model

versions is interesting. The variances, (σα1α1, σα2α2), can be taken as indicators of the

latent preference variation for cigarettes and handrolling tobacco, respectively, while the

covariance, σα1α2, indicates the latent preference covariation between the two goods.

The estimated Σα for the twenty model versions are shown in Table 5. The variances

based on observations from both smokers and non-smokers and the corresponding covari-

ances are given in columns 1 – 3; similar estimates confined to smokers only are given in

columns 6 – 8. Starting with Model LLLL and successively removing all regressors until

we finally retain only the intercept term, we find that the estimates of (σα1α1, σα2α2) in-

crease from (64.54, 42.67) to (72.77,47.16) when we use observations from all households

and increase from (97.05,49.25) to (121.06, 55.08) when we include smokers only. The

overall tendency is that these variances decrease when more variables (including square

and interaction terms) are included in the model – in agreement with our expectations.

In particular, the variances decrease when we include square terms in income, age, and

cohort (compare the results in the first five rows of Table 5). This holds for both com-

modities, and the tendency is more pronounced when only smokers are considered than

when also non-smokers occur in the data set.

Estimates of the ratio between σαgαg and the gross disturbance variance, var(εgit)

= σαgαg + σugug (g = 1, 2), are given in Table 5, columns 4 and 5 (all households)

and columns 9 and 10 (smokers). This ratio, ρg, can be interpreted either (i) as the

coefficient of correlation between the two realizations of the gross disturbance εgit from

the households observed twice, or (ii) as a (dimensionless) measure of the degree of latent

habit. The estimates of (ρ1, ρ2) increase from (0.6878, 0.7287) to (0.7149, 0.7487) when

we successively go from the ‘full’ linear Model LLLL to a model with only an intercept

term, using data from all households. Including smokers only, the corresponding ratios

increase from (0.6421, 0.6313) to (0.6963, 0.6567). Thus, by and large, the ρg’s are fairly

constant across model versions, about 60 – 70 per cent, although they tend to decrease

slightly with increasing size of the model. Maybe this is a characteristic of the habit

structure of tobacco goods in Norwegian households. It should be remembered, though,

that several non-economic variables which allegedly affect tobacco consumption, e.g.,

measures related to ethnicity, religion, and education, are not included in our data set.
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It remains an open question whether inclusion of these variables would have reduced the

estimates of σαgαg or ρg further.

The estimate of the ‘preference covariance’ σα1α2 is positive when based on the data

set for all households, but negative when only smokers are included. The different sign

may be explained as follows. Inclusion of non-smokers makes the consumption predicted

by the model higher than the actual consumption for non-smokers, and tends to make

it lower for smokers. The whole sample contains a large proportion of non-smokers, i.e.,

with zero consumption of both commodities in both periods. Non-smokers consume less

than the (conditional) average, and do so systematically over time. This will give a

tendency for the latent effect to be negative for both commodities, and thus lead to a

positive correlation. The sample of smokers, one the other hand, contains a substantial

share of zero observations of one of the commodities, since many smokers use only one

kind of tobacco. If this pattern is systematic over time, smokers who only use cigarettes

will tend to have a positive α1 and a negative α2, and vice versa for smokers who only

use handrolling tobacco.

As our observation period is rather long, we are able to uncover possible trends

or cyclical patterns in the estimated unobserved heterogeneity along with the overall

‘structural’ change in tobacco consumption illustrated in Figure 2. For this purpose,

we have examined the residuals from the estimation of Model LLLL on the full data

set separately for each of the 19 sub-panels. Results corresponding to those in Table 5,

obtained by using (11) for each sub-panel, are reported in Table 6. Neither the estimates

of the absolute variances σαgαg nor their relative counterparts, ρg, paints a very clear

picture. In the second half of the period the variance is somewhat higher than in the

first half for cigarettes; for handrolling tobacco the variance shows a weakly negative

trend (columns 1 and 2). This may suggest that the habit structure for tobacco is

characterized by increasing latent heterogeneity in cigarette consumption and slightly

decreasing heterogeneity in the consumption of handrolling tobacco during the 20 year

period. Apart from two outliers for cigarettes, ρ1 = 0.34 in the 1983 – 1984 panel

and ρ1 = 0.41 in the 1991 – 1992 panel (both of which reflect relatively high estimated

genuine disturbance variances), the relative variances are fairly stable, about 0.60 – 0.80

for cigarettes and about 0.65 – 0.85 for handrolling tobacco. The corresponding ‘overall’

estimates in Table 5 are 0.69 and 0.73, respectively. We thus find no strong signs that

time invariance of the covariance matrices Σα and Σu is invalid, although an improved

goodness of fit could have been obtained by relaxing this assumption.

Engel and Cournot derivatives and elasticities

A full set of coefficient estimates of selected models are reported in Tables 7A–B (quadratic
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models) and 8A–B (linear models). We interpret the elasticities with respect to total ex-

penditure, calculated from these estimates and evaluated at the overall sample mean of

the regressors, given in the first section of Table 9 (rows 1 – 10), as estimates of the

average Engel elasticity. Results from both samples suggest that at the mean income,

cigarettes is a luxury good (Engel elasticity greater than one) and that handrolling to-

bacco is a necessity (Engel elasticity between zero and one) or a weakly inferior good

(negative Engel elasticity). The average household then will, with increasing income,

increase the consumption of cigarettes and keep the consumption of handrolling tobacco

roughly constant. It is unlikely that individual and heterogeneous households adjust

smoothly to a marginal increase in income, since only a fraction of the households uses

both tobacco commodities. However, it seems reasonable that low income households are

more inclined than high income households to choose the cheaper of the two substitutes,

and that this gives rise to the estimated elasticities.

Examining the curvature of the Engel functions is also interesting. In Model QQQQ

the coefficient of the squared total expenditure is significantly negative,12 while that of its

linear term is significantly positive. This applies to both commodities and both samples.

For the sample of all households, the estimated functions have maxima at total expendi-

ture 3.92 and 1.57 (corresponding to 392 000 and 157 000 1979-NOK) for cigarettes and

handrolling tobacco, respectively. The corresponding maxima for the sample of smokers

are 3.78 and 1.28. The maxima for handrolling tobacco are much closer to the sample

mean of total expenditure (0.697) than the maxima for cigarettes. Concavity of the esti-

mated functions is not surprising, considering possible saturation effects in total tobacco

consumption. The closeness of the maximum point to the sample mean of handrolling

tobacco strengthens our conclusion that it is an inferior good for the upper part of the

income range. A strict interpretation of the concave quadratic function for cigarettes also

implies that demand for cigarettes will decrease at high incomes. However, the number

of observations in the income range where the function value decreases, is substantially

lower for cigarettes than for handrolling tobacco.

The qualitative pattern of the price elasticities is robust across model variants and

samples (compare the rows in the second and third section of Table 9), but the numerical

values differ somewhat. For both commodities, the estimated own price elasticities are

negative and quite large in absolute value, and the cross price elasticities are positive,

suggesting that the commodities are substitutes, as predicted. In Model LLLL estimated

on data for all households, the direct price elasticity for cigarettes is -1.700 and its cross

price elasticity in the equation for handrolling tobacco is 0.788. Thus, the effect of a
12A 5 per cent significance level is used throughout this paper.
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one per cent increase in the cigarette price add up to a decrease in total consumption

of tobacco of 0.9 per cent. Similarily, a one per cent increase in the price of handrolling

tobacco reduces the consumption of handrolling tobacco by 0.829 per cent and increases

the consumption of cigarettes will increase by 0.825, adding up to a negligible decrease

in total consumption.

Effect of household size variables

The household size is commonly considered an important determinant of household ex-

penditure on most commodities. Our data do not permit us to model and analyze the

intra-household decision process for the two tobacco commodities. Following Wangen and

Aasness (2001), we interpret differences in the number of household members, cet.par. as

differences in ‘relative household income’ – meaning that, for a given total expenditure, a

household gets poorer if its size is increased by one person. We would expect an increased

number of children (0–15 years) to have a negative effect on tobacco consumption, since

the household is getting poorer and the newcomer is (presumably) a non-smoker. If a

newcomer is an adult smoker, this will have a positive effect on the household tobacco

consumption – it is an open question whether or not this effect is stronger than the effect

of reduced income per person. On the other hand, we can expect substitution to affect

the two tobacco goods oppositely – as poor households may be more inclined than rich

ones to choose the cheaper commodity.

From the results for Model LLLL estimated on data for all households (Tables 7A

and 8A), we find a negative coefficient estimate for the number of children for both

tobacco commodities. For the number of persons in the other age groups, all coefficients

are positive. The coefficient values are generally higher for handrolling tobacco than for

cigarettes, indicating that substitution induced by changes in household size is important.

Using the data set for the smoking households only (Tables 7B and 8B), we find higher

coefficient estimates for handrolling tobacco than for cigarettes. A distinct feature of the

latter sample is that all the four age group variables have positive coefficient estimates for

the handrolling tobacco equation, whilst they are negative in the cigarette equation. This

is quite reasonable since substitution effects should be expected to be more pronounced

in the sub-sample of smokers than in the whole sample.

Effect of characteristics of the head of household

It is not straightforward to interpret the impact of characteristics of a particular house-

hold member on the consumption of the whole household – unless it is a one-person

household. Economic inactivity of the head of household (main income earner) surely

has a strong influence on the household income; the effects of gender, age, and cohort
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are less obvious. To some extent age is also related to economic inactivity. We do not

have a structural theory for these variables, and therefore do not intend to give a com-

plete interpretation of the estimated effects. The following interpretation is something

between a description of the systematic differences between households, and a simplified

structural ‘analysis’ under the assumption that the head is dominating the behaviour of

the whole household.

In Model LLLL, the effect of economic inactivity is insignificant for cigarettes, but

significantly positive for handrolling tobacco (Tables 7A–B and 8A–B). Hence, the house-

holds with inactive heads have a higher consumption of tobacco, and they tend to use

the cheaper alternative. In the same model and for both samples, the coefficients of

the gender dummy is significant in both equations, but have opposite signs.13 This may

reflect that it is less fashionable for women to smoke handrolling tobacco than cigarettes.

Age and cohort are interesting explanatory variables, as tobacco consumption may

vary over the life-cycle and individuals born in the same year share a common his-

tory (including the impact of anti-smoking campaigns etc.). Their coefficients in Model

LLLL show a quite similar pattern for the two samples – both coefficients are positive

for cigarettes and negative for handrolling tobacco. Apart from the age coefficient for

cigarettes in the sample of all households, all coefficient estimates are significant.

In the more general Models QLQL and QQQQ, there are no significant coefficients

of age and cohort for cigarettes in neither of the samples. For handrolling tobacco many,

but not all, of the estimates are significant. For Model QLQL, handrolling tobacco, we

find that the estimated function is globally concave in age and cohort and declining over

the sample range. At the outset we expected the curvature to be more pronounced than

these results imply. However, we should keep in mind that the regressions include neither

a trend variable – as the sum of the age and cohort variables equals current time – nor

period dummies, and unmodeled trend effects may interfere. The quadratic functions in

age and cohort add even more flexibility to the variation over time accounted for. Thus,

although the results are not as easily interpretable as we could hope for, at least the

structure we have modeled may serve as a correction of trend effects.

Since the relative prices only varies over time, and do so monotonically, unmodeled
13Consumption is measured in real expenditure, expressed 1979-NOK. For many purposes it is inter-

esting to use weight units. Provided that the two commodities are (internally) homogeneous in prices,

the weight measure is a proportional transformation of the deflated value of the expenditure, where the

factor of proportionality for handrolling tobacco is roughly three times the factor for cigarettes. If the

results were translated onto a weight scale, the effect of gender on total tobacco consumption would

be opposite: Compared with males, females have a higher tobacco expenditure, but they buy a smaller

physical amount.
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trend effects might have a major impact on the estimated price coefficients, but this

does not seem to be the case. In Tables 7A and 7B the absolute value of the own-price

coefficient of handrolling tobacco in Model LLLL is higher than in Models QLQL and

QQQQ. Otherwise, there is only negligible differences.

Effect of geographic dummy variables

The demographic dummies are significant, with opposite signs, in the two equations of

Model LLLL (Table 7A), and the coefficient estimates based on the data set for smokers

are roughly twice as large as those based on the whole sample. Compared with the base

geographic region and the largest city, Oslo, households in all regions use less cigarettes

and more handrolling tobacco. The more elaborate spesification of dummies in Model

QQQQ have the same characteristics. In addition there is an indication that, with respect

to smoking habits, the second and third largest cities (Bergen and Trondheim) are more

similar to Oslo than to the other areas within their respective regions, cet. par.

Effect of sample and censoring

The results presented above do not invite making inference on the magnitude of the

coefficient vectors βC and βH in eq. (1), which is a simplified representation of the

equations which determine the latent expenditure of the two commodities. Comparing

Tables 7A and 8A (based on data for all households, i.e., the ‘non-censored’ data set)

with Tables 7B and 8B (based on data for smoker households, i.e., the ‘censored’ data

set), we find substantial differences between the coefficient estimates. In general, the

latter exceed, in absolute value, the former. This is not surprising, in view of their

different interpretion; cf. the discussion leading up to eqs. (3) and (4) (when we, for

simplicity, disregard the panel dimension of the model and data). We have that E(yg|x) =

ΦSE(yg|x, yC + yH > 0), g = C,H, for all x, where ΦS ∈ (0, 1) is the overall smoking

probability. If the smoking probability were a constant independent of the covariates,

say p, all coefficients in Tables 7A and 8A should have been p times the corresponding

coefficients in Tables 7B and 8B, and the Engel and Cournot elasticity estimates in

Table 9, columns 1 and 3 (based on the complete data set) should have been equal to

those in columns 5 and 7 (based on the censored data set). Obviously, the smoking

probability is not independent of the covariates. Inspecting the coefficient estimates of

the demographic variables for Model LLLL in Tables 8A and 8B, we note, for instance,

that the estimates for adults (dem2, dem3, and dem4) for cigarettes and the estimates

for children (dem1) for handrolling tobacco have opposite signs for the two samples. This

contrasts with many applications of single equation Tobit models, where typically the

OLS projection is biased towards zero as compared with the coefficients of the underlying
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equation in the latent variables.14 Similar results have not yet been established for the

bivariate Tobit, and thus we cannot, by this observation alone, conclude that more general

discrete-continuous models should be applied. This topic will not be pursued here, but

some aspects are discussed in Wangen and Biørn (2001), which contains a discrete choice

analysis of the smoking probabilities for the two commodities, within the framework of

(binomial and multinomial) logit models.

Other estimators

The estimates reported so far are based on the random effects specification of the model

and obtained by the modified ML procedure described in Section 3. The final tables,

Tables 10A–B contain coefficient estimates for Model LLLL based on four different es-

timators and the panel part of the data set only: The Ordinary Least Squares (OLS),

the Feasible Generalized Least Squares (FGLS), the between household estimator (B),

and the within household estimator (W). In a single equation context, both the OLS

and the FGLS can be interpreted as matrix weighted averages of B and W, FGLS giv-

ing a relatively “smaller” weight to B and a relatively “larger” weight to W than OLS

[see Hsiao (1986, section 3.3.2) and the examples related to Engel function estimation in

Biørn (1994)].

From these results it is obvious that heterogeneity in tobacco consumption is impor-

tant, not only as an issue on its own, but also for the conclusions which can be drawn

about the coefficients of the demand functions. First, the estimates based on OLS, which

disregards heterogeneity, differ markedly from the FGLS and the W estimates. For in-

stance, the OLS estimate of the cross price effect of cigarettes has the (theoretically)

wrong sign. Second, the FGLS and the W estimates also differ considerably, although

all price coefficients of both these models have the right signs. The latter is the estima-

tor we would obtain in a fixed effects specification (interpretation) of the heterogeneity,

and this estimator, unlike the FGLS, is robust to correlation between the latent habit

effects (including addiction) and the regressor vector in a random effects setting. On the

other hand, it utilizes only the within variation in the data set – which, with only two

observations of each household in the panel, means that it operates on the differences

between the two observations and disregards any level information. This is a considerable

disadvantage and gives the method a potentially low efficiency compared with the FGLS

and the ML [confer Biørn (1994, table 8)]. Moreover, the estimates of coefficients of

demographic variables and geographic dummies may be unreliable. These variables are

close to being household specific and so a few households with non-zero differences may
14Identification problems and problems related to the choice of parameters of interest for models with

censoring are discussed in Heckman (1990) and Leung and Yu (1996).
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dominate the results. We therefore conclude that in the present context, despite its larger

potential robustness towards error specification, the W estimator is no real competitor

to FGLS and ML.

6 Concluding remarks

In this paper we have presented an empirical demand study of two closely substitutable

tobacco commodities, cigarettes and handrolling tobacco, based on combined panel data

and cross-section data from more than 18 000 Norwegian households. The panel aspect

of the data set has been used to identify unobserved individual effects in tobacco con-

sumption, part of which can be attributed to addiction. The model used is formally a

system of two static regression equations with random individual heterogeneity, which is

estimated by a modified, stepwise Maximum Likelihood procedure.

Different linear and non-linear model versions are estimated and we find a tendency

that the variances of the latent individual effects decrease when more variables (including

square and interaction terms) are included. The tendency is more pronounced when only

smokers are considered than when also non-smokers are included in the data set. Relative

to the gross disturbance variances, however, these variances are, however, fairly constant

across models, and as large as about 60 – 70 per cent. This can be taken as a support

to the addiction hypothesis even if the estimated heterogeneity probably also reflects the

effect of explanatory variables related to, inter alia, ethnicity, religion, and education,

which are not observed in the present data set. We have been unable to detect trends

or cyclical patterns in the estimated degree of unobserved heterogeneity along with the

overall ‘structural’ change in tobacco consumption over the data period, 1975 – 1994,

although some year to year variation is found.

For both tobacco commodities, the estimated own price elasticities are negative and

the cross-price elasticities are positive, as predicted by consumer theory. The qualitative

conclusions that cigarettes is a luxury good and handrolling tobacco is a necessity or a

weakly inferior good at the sample mean is robust over model variants and hold both

when the data set includes all households and only smokers.

Finally, some attention has been given to differences between estimation results based

on the full sample and the censored sample with only observed smokers included. A fuller

discussion of estimation problems for two-commodity discrete-continuous choice tobacco

demand models for panel data with heterogeneity is left for future research. A more

limited discrete-choice analysis of tobacco consumption, using the same panel data set,

is given in Wangen and Biørn (2001).
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Appendix. Proof of (3) and (4)

Let φ(·) and Φ(·) denote the marginal density function and the cumulative distribution

function, respectively, of the standardized normal distribution. Let Ψ(·, ·) denote the cu-

mulative distribution function of the standardized binormal distribution with coefficient

of correlation ρ. In Rosenbaum (1961, p. 406) [see also Maddala (1983, p. 368)] it is

shown that

E(ug|ug > c, uj > d) =
φ(c)[1− Φ(d∗)] + ρφ(d)[1− Φ(c∗)]

P (ug > c, uj > d)
.

where ug, uj (g, j = C,H) are the disturbances in (1) and

c∗ =
c− ρd

(1− ρ2)
1
2

, d∗ =
d− ρc

(1− ρ2)
1
2

.

In a similar way, we find

E(ug|ug < c, uj < d) = − φ(c)Φ(d∗) + ρφ(d)Φ(c∗)
P (ug < c, uj < d) ,

E(ug|ug < c, uj > d) = − φ(c)[1− Φ(d∗)]− ρφ(d)Φ(c∗)
P (ug < c, uj > d) ,

E(ug|ug > c, uj < d) = φ(c)Φ(d∗)− ρφ(d)[1− Φ(c∗)]
P (ug > c, uj < d) ,

g, j = C,H; g 6= j.

(A.1)

Since
P (ug < c, uj < d) = Ψ(c, d),

P (ug < c, uj > d) = Φ(c)−Ψ(c, d),

P (ug > c, uj < d) = Φ(d)−Ψ(c, d),

g, j = C,H; g 6= j,

we then define

λ(c) = E(ug|ug < c) = − φ(c)
Φ(c) ,

µLL(c, d; ρ) = E(ug|ug < c, uj < d) = − φ(c)Φ(d∗) + ρφ(d)Φ(c∗)
Ψ(c, d) ,

µLG(c, d; ρ) = E(ug|ug < c, uj > d) = − φ(c)[1− Φ(d∗)]− ρφ(d)Φ(c∗)
Φ(c)−Ψ(c, d) ,

µGL(c, d; ρ) = E(ug|ug > c, uj < d) = φ(c)Φ(d∗)− ρφ(d)[1− Φ(c∗)]
Φ(d)−Ψ(c, d) ,

g, j = C,H; g 6= j.

(A.2)

The moment generating function of the truncated multinormal distribution is derived

and discussed in Tallis (1961); see also Amemiya (1974, section 2).
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From (1) and (2), using (A.2), we derive the following expresions for the conditional

expectations of the latent expenditures with one threshold

E(y∗C |x, y∗C > 0) = xβC − σCE(uC |uC < xβC/σC) = xβC − σCλC ,

E(y∗H |x, y∗H > 0) = xβH − σHE(uH |uH < xβH/σH) = xβH − σHλH ,
(A.3)

where

λg = λ(xβg/σg), g = C,H,

and with two thresholds

E(y∗C |x, y∗C > 0, y∗H > 0) = xβC − σCE(uC |uC < xβC/σC , uH < xβH/σH)
= xβC − σCµLLCH ,

E(y∗H |x, y∗H > 0, y∗C > 0) = xβH − σHE(uH |uC < xβC/σC , uH < xβH/σH)
= xβH − σHµLLHC ,

E(y∗C |x, y∗C > 0, y∗H < 0) = xβC − σCE(uC |uC < xβC/σC , uH > xβH/σH)
= xβC − σCµLGCH ,

E(y∗H |x, y∗H > 0, y∗C < 0) = xβH − σHE(uH |uC > xβC/σC , uH < xβH/σH)
= xβH − σHµLGHC ,

(A.4)

where

µLLgj = µLL(xβg/σg, xβj/σj , ρ), µLGgj = µLG(xβg/σg, xβj/σj , ρ), g, j = C,H; g 6= j.

Since yg = max[y∗g , 0], (g = C,H) [cf. (2)], (A.3) and (A.4) can be restated in terms of

the observed expenditures as

E(yC |x, yC > 0) = xβC − σCλLC ,

E(yH |x, yH > 0) = xβH − σHλLH ,
(A.5)

and
E(yC |x, yC > 0, yH > 0) = xβC − σCµLLCH ,

E(yH |x, yH > 0, yC > 0) = xβH − σHµLLHC ,

E(yC |x, yC > 0, yH = 0) = xβC − σCµLGCH ,

E(yH |x, yH > 0, yC = 0) = xβH − σHµLGHC .

(A.6)

Using (A.2), (A.5), and the law of iterated expectations, we find that

E(yC |x) = E(yC |x, yC > 0)ΦC + 0(1− ΦC) = xβCΦC + σCφC ,

E(yH |x) = E(yH |x, yH > 0)ΦH + 0(1− ΦH) = xβHΦH + σHφH ,
(A.7)

where Φg = Φ(xβg/σg), φg = φ(xβg/σg) (g = C,H), ΦC and ΦH being the marginal

smoking probabilities for cigarettes and handrolling tobacco, respectively. An alternative
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way of deriving (A.7) is to use (A.2), (A.6), and the law of iterated expectations. This

gives
E(yC |x) = E(yC |x, yC > 0, yH > 0)ΨCH

+E(yC |x, yC > 0, yH = 0)(ΦC −ΨCH) + 0(1− ΦC)

= xβCΦC + σCφC ,

E(yH |x) = E(yH |x, yH > 0, yC > 0)ΨCH

+E(yH |x, yH > 0, yC = 0)(ΦH −ΨCH) + 0(1− ΦH)

= xβHΦH + σHφH ,

(A.8)

which completes the proof of (3).

The probability of being a smoker, i.e., of consuming at least one tobacco commodity

can be written as

ΦS = P (yC + yH > 0)(A.9)

= (ΦC −ΨCH) + (ΦH −ΨCH) + ΨCH = ΦC + ΦH −ΨCH ,

where ΨCH , ΦC − ΨCH , and ΦH − ΨCH are the probabilities of smoking, respectively,

both commodities, cigarettes only, and handrolling tobacco only. Now, the law of iterated

expectations implies

E(yC |x) = E(yC |x, yC +yH > 0)ΦS + 0(1−ΦS) = E(yC |x, yC +yH > 0)ΦS ,

E(yH |x) = E(yH |x, yC +yH > 0)ΦS + 0(1−ΦS) = E(yH |x, yC +yH > 0)ΦS .
(A.10)

From (A.7) and (A.10) we get

E(yC |x, yC + yH > 0) = xβC
ΦC
ΦS

+ σC
φC
ΦS

,

E(yH |x, yC + yH > 0) = xβH
ΦH
ΦS

+ σH
φH
ΦS

,
(A.11)

where ΦS is given by (A.9). This completes the proof of (4).
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